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About This Video

The year is 2030 and an influx of refuges have effortlessly transformed themselves into a terrorist organization known as the
Individual Eleven. With a sadistic intent of mass destruction, will they triumph in victory or discover the gloomy pitfalls of

defeat?
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Title: Ghost in the Shell: Individual Eleven
Production:
Manga Entertainment
Distributor:
Lionsgate
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2007
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p(6.4GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Contains: NR
Running Time: 163 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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I think there are two issues you should consider before buying. Those issues make me not recommending the product:
- This is not the full season 2 of SAC. It's just a mashup\/cut of some relevant parts. This is hard to spot since the only clue I
could spot is the runtime.
- The voice actors are really bad compared to the original season. The main problem is that the voices are far less distinctive
which makes it quite unpleasant to watch.

If you watched and liked the original SAC seasons this one is most probably not for you.. I think there are two issues you should
consider before buying. Those issues make me not recommending the product:
- This is not the full season 2 of SAC. It's just a mashup\/cut of some relevant parts. This is hard to spot since the only clue I
could spot is the runtime.
- The voice actors are really bad compared to the original season. The main problem is that the voices are far less distinctive
which makes it quite unpleasant to watch.

If you watched and liked the original SAC seasons this one is most probably not for you.. omfg, well it's really bored at the start
aka a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing long long long build up aka 1hour 50mins or something like that but god when the fighting
start and everything speed up really fast and dam nice story again also a AI is not just a AI. omfg, well it's really bored at the
start aka a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing long long long build up aka 1hour 50mins or something like that but god when the
fighting start and everything speed up really fast and dam nice story again also a AI is not just a AI
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